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Introduction. Lawyers have always been criticized for their old and archaic drafting style [7, p. 10]. Legal acts, whether they are statutes/laws, regulatory instruments, contracts, commercial acts, or international legal instruments (conventions, treaties, agreements, pacts, accords and others), abound in words and collocations typically used in this type of documents (for instance, hereinafter, hereby, aforementioned, in witness thereof, inter se, inter alia). One of the typical elements of legal texts is binomial expressions which have been among the most defining, remarkable and durable features of the legal English language.

There are various names used to denote this phenomenon: binomials, trinomials and multinomials (Y. Malkiel [17]); doublets and triplets (R. Asensio [3]), doubling (D. Mellinkoff [18]), coupled synonyms [1], word strings [7], conjoined phrases (P. Tiersma [29]), word pairs, translational equivalents and others. Other alternative terms are rather restrictive, especially in semantic relations: paired opposites, tautological pairs or repetitive pairs (I. Koskenniemi [14]).

The term “binomial” has been widely accepted as a reference label for the phenomenon in question, especially in linguistics [26, p. 7]. The term “binomial” was used in 1959 by Y. Malkiel in his paper on irreversible binomials where he distinguished them from idioms [17, p. 113]. The term is relatively neutral and leaves the precise formal and semantic relation between the elements of the pair open. Sometimes binomials can be extended to trinomials and multinomials by adding more coordinated elements and forming enumerations and lists (for example, hold, defend and favour) [26, p. 3].

Materials and methods. Binomials have been widely researched cross-linguistically (S. Benor and R. Levy [5]). However, the diachronical or synchronical researches are...
This definition was explained by S. Guccione, as well as the reasons why law-makers and lawyers are interested in the importance of binomials in the law and its applications. Comparative approach is used while analyzing the definitions of binomials, their nature, as well as their classification. Binomials are defined as a sequence of words pertaining to the same concept, for example, law and order) and quantitative hendiadys (which contain two words expressing the same concept, for instance, rule and regulation) [27, p. 37].

The term “doublet” used for this type of expressions was defined as a “sequence of words pertaining to the same concept placed on an identical level of syntactic hierarchy and ordinarily connected by some kind of lexical link” [17, p. 113]. This definition was explained by S. Molin: binomials are “coordinated word pairs whose lexical elements belong to the same word class, and which do not transcend syntactic boundaries” [19, p. 126].

Inna Koskenniemi explains binomials to a matter of reference: “There are referents which are inherently dual in character. They may be things composed of two parts or containing two poles. The duality of the referent easily calls for the use of two symbols” [14, p. 108–112]. According to the above, the author refers to the use of qualitative hendiadys (doublets combining two items with different meaning, for example, law and order) and quantitative hendiadys (which contain two words expressing the same concept, for instance, rule and regulation) [27, p. 37].

Joanna Kopaczyk and H. Olsen define a binomial as a coordinated pair of linguistic units of the same word class which show some semantic relation [26, p. 3]. The authors recognize the typical features of a “core” binomial such as its (relative) irreversibility and formulaic behaviors. According to N. Norrick, binomials are binary sequences [22, p. 75].

Given the above definitions, any binomial is normally characterized by a set of features: it is a sequence of two or more words; elements in binomials, as a rule, belong to the same category and are joined by a syntactic device (usually “and” or “or”).

There are several approaches to classification of binomials. According to M. Gustafsson, binomials fall into the following categories: A and B are near synonyms that add colour and emphasis to the expression (null and void, will and testament); A and B are mutually complementary that have a dualistic nature (soul and spirit); B is the opposite of A (up and down, in person or by proxy); B is a subdivision of A and vice versa (dollars and cents); and B functions as the consequence, inevitable or possible, of A (rise and fall, shoot and kill) [11, p. 19].

According to J. Kopaczyk, who studied binomials on the basis of UK and Scottish legislation in various fields, it is a difficult task to assign a binomial to a particular group. The scholar argues that “pairs of nouns” are based on a semantic motivation, for example: complementation (time and place, proprietors and occupiers), contiguity (management and control, powers and privileges), cause and effect (investigation and report, offenses and proceedings), hyponymy (fees and expenses, money and compensation), antonymy (landlord and tenant, rights and obligations, fees and allowances), binomials proper (terms and conditions, profits and gains) [13, p. 166–168].

Many theorists argue that binomials fall into two categories: irreversible and reversible. According to S. Olsen, depending on the degree of reversibility, binomials are either typical types of coordination (“free” binomials) or untypical types of coordination (irreversible binomials) [23, p. 248]. Scholars who focus on irreversible examples of binomials categorized them as fixed expressions.
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Many theorists argue that binomials fall into two categories: irreversible and reversible. According to S. Olsen, depending on the degree of reversibility, binomials are either typical types of coordination (“free” binomials) or untypical types of coordination (irreversible binomials) [23, p. 248]. Scholars who focus on irreversible examples of binomials categorized them as fixed expressions.
(R. Alexander and U. Plein [2, p. 468]), multi-word units (J. Kopaczyk [13, p. 75]), or even idioms (A. Makkai [16, p. 140]). All irreversible binomials shall meet the criteria of institutionalization and fixedness, and sometimes non-compositionality [19, p. 17]. However, reversible binomials are not fixed, almost always compositional and differ in degree of institutionalization.

Rosamund Moon classified binomials as an example of a frame. The scholar focused on fixed expressions arguing that clusters of fixed expressions share single or common structures. These kinds of fixed expressions may be seen as realizing lexicogrammatical frames. The scientist states that there is a constraint that the two lexical elements need to belong to the same word class [20, p. 152].

In terms of word classes, binomials most frequently consist of two nouns (bread and butter, man and wife), pairs of verbs (have and hold), and of adjectives (null and void). Pairs consisting of other word classes (adverbs, prepositions) are rare.

In legal texts binomials serve several purposes. Firstly, they are a style marker in the legal language. According to the observations, in legal English binomials are five times more common than in other texts. It can be explained by the origin of binomial expressions which emerged in multilateral relations and cooperation.

Secondly, binomials add accuracy, contribute to precision and unambiguity. It has already been discussed that some binomials join two terms that were once distinct from each other but are no longer. As a class, binomials enjoy a unique distribution in English syntax, functioning not only as a complex phrases, but as single unit [22, p. 75]. Nowadays, the majority of binomials join synonyms or near synonyms and are used for the purpose of clarity.

Thirdly, binomials add weight and stress on the phrase. Tautologies create emphasis (for instance, cease and desist). In legal context they reflect the drafter’s intention to call for taking actions, inducing acting in line with the law and its enforcement [8, p. 702]. Since law-makers are limited in tropes and devices they can use in legal texts because of peculiarities of the style, binomials are one of a few tools.

Fourthly, word strings are used to convey the meaning of all-inclusiveness, that is, to cover all possible situations and eventualities [7, p. 89]. Lawyers seek to guard themselves against any situation that may occur or will not take place in future. It can be explained by the fact that the English language is richly endowed with repetitive phrases that once had different legal consequences [10, p. 124]. The linguistic feature of binomials and word strings was developed with the evolution of common law and is related to the “preventative law”, id est to prevent parties from possible litigation [7, p. 78]. Thus, lawyers try to draft comprehensive texts that cover any possible conflict situation or dispute; they seek to foresee any and every matter. The purpose of binomials in this context is to block any possible loophole for a treacherous opponent or an individual who intends to evade the law [29, p. 15].

Fifthly, binomials exhibit recurrent figurative relations from their elements to the meaning of their whole, that is they may fulfil a textual function which neither of their members can alone [22, p. 72–73]. For instance, it is obvious that binomial “null and void” is more emphatic than word “void”; “cease and desist” is more demanding, even imperative; “any and all” seems more comprehensive.

However, very often doubling-up serves no specific purpose. It happens when binomials become popular in a language, their components become fixed. In this case a binomial is virtually irreversible. Its constituent parts have lost their original function being a tribute to tradition, an established practice or a part of legal ritualistic language [27, p. 38; 11, p. 19].

At the same time, quite often binomials overload the text. Sometimes binomials are called the most derided aspects of legal English or even legalese. According to the established practice and tradition, every word in a statute is to be construed as having its specific meaning. “A superfluous word will become a potential source of contention” [28, p. 48]. Quite often it is not clear how elements of binomials relate to each other. It happens when a binomial, or a more wide word string, is a result of compromise or trade-offs in a contentious drafting process, or when binomials used to add emphasis are not synonymous. Even joined by “and” word pairs can be syntactically ambiguous and be read as disjunctive or conjunctive (or even both) in meaning [25, p. 317].

According to some scholars, the use of binomials in any type of legal texts seems unwise [9, p. 46]. There is a trend to develop plain legal English and introduce it in drafting contracts and drawing up laws. In particular, in 1996 the UK tax office began rewriting tax legislation in plain English. A 2009 progress report noted that the office saved about 70 million pounds annually in administrative costs [1, p. 119].

Results. Legal drafting is a special type of art. Currently, binomials is a typical feature of legal texts and their integral part, one of the facets of official documents style. Lawyers are bound by tradition. However, binomials are not only a tribute to tradition. They serve more practical purposes. In the course of the research five main functions of binomials in legal documents were revealed. In particular, binomials play the role of a style marker in the legal language; contribute to precision, clarify the intentions of the parties; add emphasis; seek to ensure comprehensive nature and all-inclusiveness of the provisions; fulfil the function which neither of their members can alone. It is also found out that word strings often have no fixed meaning, sometimes they are not only vague or ambiguous but quite frequently deliberately indeterminate. Vague wording of a legal text, whether a law, a contract or an international agreement, may cause misunderstanding, require further interpretation and construction, or even result in a dispute. At the same time, unclear wording of the text makes room for further interpretation and maneuver that can bring competitive advantage to one of the parties of the contract or engender loopholes in legislation immaculately used by lawyers. Further research in this field should focus on legal effects caused by the use of binomials in legal texts.
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